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Unit 4Unit 4 Animal passions Workbook

1 Language: relative clauses; the definite article
Relative pronouns join two sentences. They replace the subject or object of a verb. Who, which and
that are relative pronouns; who is used for people; which is used for things; that is used for things,
and, more informally, for people. The relative clauses below tell you which person or thing the speaker
means. Here are examples of relative pronouns replacing the subject of a verb:

He is a scientist. He does research on animals.          He is a scientist who / (that) does research
on animals.

Some zoos rescue animals. These zoos do                Zoos which / that rescue animals do very
very good work. good work.

Here are examples of relative pronouns replacing the object of a verb. It is not necessary to use who /
which / that. 

Ecology is a science.               Ecology is a science (which / that)  
I'm studying this science at the moment. I'm studying at the moment.

They did some research. It (the research) The research (which / that) they did
produced some interesting results.   produced some interesting results.

Note: whom can also be used for people, but it is very formal.

See pages 20–23

...when it is clear which person
or thing we mean.

• I went to the park (near my 
home) yesterday.

The definite article the is used:

...when there is only one of
something.

• Please close the door.

...with superlatives.

• Dolphins are the most 
intelligent sea creatures.

We do not use the definite article when we generalise.

• Gorillas are primates. • Animals feel pleasure.

C  Put a, an or the where necessary, or leave a blank (–-).
1  ……… animal we have been watching is ……… rare type of monkey.
2 My uncle is leading ……… expedition to ……… Uganda.
3  ……… gorillas are ……… creatures with ……… highest intelligence.
4  ……… primates in this park are protected from ……… hunters. 
5  ……… first time I saw ……… lion I felt ……… fear and ……… pleasure. 

A Rewrite these sentences using relative pronouns to connect them. The relative pronoun replaces
the subject of one of the sentences. Begin as shown: She is a biologist ……………………………………
1  She is a biologist. She works with elephants. She ……………………………………
2  The farmers are cutting down the forest. They need land.           The farmers ……………………………………
3  Some people keep pets. These people have better health. People ……………………………………
4  Uganda is an African country. Uganda has many wildlife parks. Uganda is ……………………………………

B Rewrite these sentences using relative pronouns to connect them. The relative pronouns replace 
the object of one of the sentences. Begin as shown: He’s the ……………………………………
1  He's an animal researcher.  I met him last week. He's the ……………………………………
2  I'm reading a book. It has some useful information. The book ……………………………………
3  She is a medical scientist. I told you about her.  She is the ……………………………………
4  We saw some gorillas. They didn't notice us. The gorillas ……………………………………
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